Born from fun.®

Konami Gaming, Inc.’s new Lucky Envelope™ linked
progressive series opens fresh possibilities of player
excitement around the enduring gift-giving tradition of
the red envelope, through exhilarating symbol-driven
prizes and surprising mystery-trigger events.
GAME ART

Lucky Envelope showcases Asian-inspired art elements, with rich ornate patterns,
and sparkling gold accents. Several symbols of luck are represented, including a
bonsai tree, a golden ingot, red envelopes, and a yin yang trigger symbol.

GAME PLAY

Lucky Envelope is a 243
Ways game, with four
progressive jackpot levels
that scale by denomination.
The series has three
important feature events—
all focusing heavily on the
red envelope symbol:

COIN FEATURE

PROGRESSIVE JACKPOT PICK FEATURE

FREE GAME FEATURE

COIN FEATURE:

	Throughout primary play, Wild red envelope symbols appear on reels one and two. If a red envelope lands on both the
first and second reels, the player collects any random credit prize coin symbols that land on the subsequent reels,
regardless of whether they are connected. Coins can also display instant Minor and Mini jackpot awards.

PROGRESSIVE JACKPOT PICK FEATURE:

A ny time a Wild red envelope symbol lands on the reels, the progressive jackpot pick feature can be awarded. When
awarded, 30 red envelopes flood the screen for the player reveal a guaranteed jackpot award: Mini, Minor, Major, or Grand.

FREE GAME FEATURE:

	Any three yin yang symbols award the free game feature. Throughout the free games, players enjoy higher potential
prize opportunities related to the Wild red envelope symbol, however the nature of the opportunity is unique to the
base game—whether Jade Wealth™ or Plum Riches.™
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BET CONFIGURATION

Lucky Envelope is available in 1¢, 2¢, 5¢, and 10¢ denominations, with an 88-credit minimum bet.
All four progressive jackpots are available at all bet levels, with jackpot odds increasing at higher
bet levels. In addition, progressive jackpot reset levels scale according to denomination.

AVAILABLE GAME THEMES

With its rich, serene green tones,
Jade Wealth infuses the Lucky
Envelope free game feature with
random multipliers. Any Wild red
envelope symbols on reels one and
two may include additional 2x or 3x
multipliers. If a Wild red envelope
symbol lands in any position on
reels one and two, coin credit
prizes on the remaining reels
are awarded, with the multiplier
applied to all prizes, except Minor
and Mini coins.

Bathed in deep purple hues, Lucky
Envelope: Plum Riches heralds its
own unique free game adventure.
The free game feature found in
Plum Riches takes the Coin Feature
even further, by only requiring a
red envelope on reel one, with coin
credit prizes available across all
the remaining reels.
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DIMENSIONS AND CONFIGURATIONS
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CONTACT YOUR KONAMI
SALES REPRESENTATIVE TODAY
FOR MORE INFORMATION
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Konami Gaming, Inc.
585 Konami Circle
Las Vegas NV, 89119
866.KGI.INFO
www.konamigaming.com
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